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MAT E RI A L
FE E L
Embrace your California dreams with the new
collaboration between Lawson-Fenning and CB2.
Known for modern furniture featuring elegant details
and careful craftsmanship, the designer-maker duo
Glenn Lawson and Grant Fenning are bringing their
West Coast aesthetic to this more-than-50-piece
release that includes sofas, chairs, tables, bookshelves, lighting, accessories, and more. Featuring
a sharp attention to detail and materiality, each
new design is an elevated statement with classic
midcentury roots.

M ODER N HIST ORY
Released through Galerie Philia at this year’s
Salone del Mobile, Studiopepe’s first collectible
design objects take inspiration from anthropology
and archaeology. Unveiled in a large, curated
installation titled Temenos, in the derelict
1950s Necchi factory in Milan’s Baranzate
district, the collection of sculptural designs
includes a monolithic chair, a console, a mirror,
among other items. With these new pieces,
Studiopepe’s designers also celebrated their
admiration for the work of the great designers
and artists of the 20th century.

COURTESY LAWSON-FENNING; ©FLAVIO PESCATORI, COURTESY STUDIOPEPE;
COURTESY TRIENNALE MILANO INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION

DE SI GN SOLUT I ONS

Anna Dumitriu, Alex May,
ArchaeaBot: A Post Climate
Change, Post Singularity Life-form, 2018-19.

Opening on July 15, the 23rd Triennale Milano
International Exhibition, Unknown Unknowns.
An Introduction to Mysteries, will address the
urgency of the environmental challenges confronting
our planet and the ways in which the global
design community can unite to address, solve, and
dialogue about them. More than 40 countries will
present work from multiple disciplines, including
architecture, design, music, science, and education.
Francis Kéré, winner of the 2022 Pritzker Architecture Prize, will design the display installations
for the Triennale’s common areas, as well as the
installation Yesterday’s Tomorrow, which brings
together the voices of Africa and its diaspora.
Unknown Unknowns runs through December 11.
—Rachel Gallaher K
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